**Fiat Lux goes daily; staff demands stipends**

**BY CINDYELLA Fair Tail Princess**

Students at Alfred University will now be able to sip their morning coffee while reading a freshly printed Fiat Lux. The Fiat is going daily.

“We thought it would be a good idea,” said the copy manager.

“After all, sleep is highly overrated. I’m sure the staff will adjust to our new production schedule in just a few days.”

When it was pointed out that 90 hours of no sleep can cause hallucinations and paranoia, the managing editor replied, “Yes, we’re aware of the risk factors involved, but the snakes told us it would be a good idea. Plus, there’s a government conspira-

**AU to install Miller ski lift**

**Lift will aid sledders walking uphill**

**BY TCHAY VISEBHERGGHER**

After many demands by the student population, AU will install a ski lift behind the Miller Performing Arts Center to make it easier to sled in the winter (which lasts a long time around here).

“We just felt it made everyone’s life a bit easier,” said one high-ranking University official.

“Have you ever tried to walk up the hill in the snow?” he added. “It’s a shame,” said one athlete. “Penn State gets 97,000 a game. We’re stuck with a low-
capacity field and this dumb lift is in the way of expansion.”

The Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs, who asked not to be named, said he is working on getting a kickoff league started out at Jericho Hill. The University will provide transportation.

Students will have to preregister for one of the recess periods, which will be offered at 11 a.m., noon and 1 p.m.

“We may add another section in the future depending on demand,” said the VP and Dean.

Many students were upset that the nutrition class will be discontinued to make room for recess.

“Like I ever get any sleep without naptime?” said a junior who asked we not show his name or face, even though he lives in Reiner 985.

“At least with naptime I was awake for my other classes,” he said.

As far as the recess structure, the senate president indicated that point would be allowed to use the swings, but only for ten minutes at a time, if there is a line. There will be at least one person hired by the University to push students on the swings if they can’t get started on their own.

The administration warned that boys would not be allowed to throw rocks at the girls.

Finally, use of sausages will be regulated so that those with a higher year and GPA can use them more.

The slides are still open to everyone. One student asked that a plastic steering wheel be attached to the top of one of the wooden towers in the play-
ground.

“A senior cried in senate, however, when she was told that they are not planning on installing a trampoline. I think this will help us get back in touch with that “inner-child” thing,” said a person walking by. We don’t know if he was referring to the recess plan or something else. He was in mid-conversation with someone else.

**Student Senate approves recess time for students**

Students were overjoyed after a motion last night to allow time for recess during the school day.

“The student body is stressed,” said the senate president. “This is to help the students relieve themselves of some of their anxiety.”

The plan allows for three recess periods to be held at the beginning or end of the school day.
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**Fiat Lux staffers have been driven mad by the stress of producing every day.**

It has led them to dress up in strange costumes.
Bugs are a pain in the neck

Have you been in your room lately? We know we haven't, but we figured you probably have.

Folk's, there are bugs everywhere! Just like Eddie Vedder talked about when he inked one weird song on Vitalogy. For those of you who don't know, that's a Pearl Jam album.

The madness must end! You try to study and then there's some fly buzzing around your head, so you have to kill it and then you end up writing a run-on sentence because you lost your concentration and stuff and that just really sucks.

Then you go outside. There are LOTS of bugs there! And even when you smoosh one, there are ten more and then you get that weird feeling like things are crawling up your leg or your underwear!ICKY!

And we really hate that feeling when a bug flies into your eye. Or when you inhale one or one crawls in your ear. It's especially bad on rollercoasters.

Somebody needs to tell those things that they can't fly through us. We are a dead end for insects to fly into. Why would you risk your life just to get a close-up of some smear's nostril or his inner ear?

Man, bugs are dumb. So kind of dumb.

Birds fly into windows all the time! Like are they not thinking? Then, they leave that bird imprint on the window and it's all morbid and depressing and, generally, bad.

Don't even start us on how dumb chickens are! The fact that they can still run around when their heads are cut off means something. Oh, yeah, bugs, Some of them sting, That REALLY sucks. You have to get your driver's license out and slide the stinger out. At least the bee dies after it stings you. You showed him!

Did we mention chickens are really dumb? Seriously, have you ever looked at one? Not the sharpest knife in the drawer, believe us.

Then there are turkeys. Nothing like a really big, really dumb chicken.

Man, every animal that has the hopes to fly is just github dumb. Oh yeah, some bugs can't fly. They're the best ones because they can still run around when their heads are cut off. We learned our lesson.

Give them a nice place to live… in Kansas.

And the number one rejected motto for the Fiat Lux:

That's our story, and we're sticking to it.
**Growth hormone accident causes scientific debate**

BY GINGER ALE

Contributor

After calling the accident at Alfred a “profound tragedy,” several members of some international science committee praised Alfred biologists for their work on this new growth hormone. However, there was controversy later. “First cloning, and now this,” exclaimed the chair of the committee. “Soon, we will be able to manufacture human insulin and bring them on sale in stores like Target and Wal-mart.” He added there could be some manufacturer problems with the new growth hormone.

Others in the science community were quick to condemn Alfred for the work on the growth hormone. “They’ve opened a Pandora’s box,” said one critic. “Do they think they’re God or something?” One student, who claimed to be a Toronto Maple Leafs fan, added there could be some manufacturer problems. “I’m kind of missing the life down below,” he said. As a precaution, the University has cancelled classes until an anti-dote can be found. “What if someone gets stepped on?” one student commented. A professor who played a role in the decision. “That’s a liability we just don’t need.”

Not surprisingly, some students have taken advantage of their large size. “It only takes 15 minutes to walk to Canada,” reported one 6’9” ceramic engineer. “I’m kind of missing the life down below.”

There is skepticism as to whether or not this person has any divine powers at all. “Ignore him,” said one of this student’s friends. “We think he’s God or something?” Others in the science community were quick to condemn Alfred for the work on the growth hormone. “They’ve opened a Pandora’s box,” said one critic. “Do they think they’re God or something?” One student, who claimed to be a Toronto Maple Leafs fan, added there could be some manufacturer problems. “I’m kind of missing the life down below,” he said. As a precaution, the University has cancelled classes until an anti-dote can be found. “What if someone gets stepped on?” one student commented. A professor who played a role in the decision. “That’s a liability we just don’t need.”

Not surprisingly, some students have taken advantage of their large size. “It only takes 15 minutes to walk to Canada,” reported one 6’9” ceramic engineer. “I’m kind of missing the life down below.”

There is skepticism as to whether or not this person has any divine powers at all. “Ignore him,” said one of this student’s friends. “We think he’s God or something?”

There is skepticism as to whether or not this person has any divine powers at all. “Ignore him,” said one of this student’s friends. “We think he’s God or something?”

---

**Growth hormone causes scientific debate**

**ROOMMATE PROBLEM???

Tired of his/her drunken whining?

Tired of his/her stuff being in YOUR way?

Tired of the alarm clock?

READY TO KILL???

CALL US NOW!!!

We’ve been “taking care” of roommate problems for over half a century. We offer FAST SERVICE at a GREAT PRICE!!!*

555-0000

Ask for “Joe.” Lines open 24/7.

Mention this ad and get 10% OFF!!!

*Extra charge for disposal of body
Luge squad wins nationals

BY MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS
Bryan Monahan

The AU luge team won their third straight national title in competition at Lake Placid on March 20. “We kicked their butts,” said one team member, who also had the best time of any competitor in the history of the known world. “I don’t know why we bother to train,” said the head coach of the University of Miami’s team. “I hate the cold anyway and Alfred’s too good.”

“We don’t even go to classes that often. How D-I is that?” said the head coach of the University of Miami’s team. “We train all year,” said the AU team captain. “To the summertime, we head to the southern hemisphere to train.”

“Liat is out; SCUACA is in at AU
Alfred creates its own sporting association

BY A. SHERWOOD
New Sports Error

In an unprecedented decision, Alfred University has decided to leave the NCAA and create its own national collegiate sports association. The conference, Small College and University Athletic Cooperation Association, will begin play in the fall of 2009. “We feel that the NCAA only cares about schools with high enrollments,” said an official in the athletics department. “Small schools like Alfred just don’t get recognized in the scheme of things.”

Alfred creates its own national collegiate athletic association. Many small colleges from around the United States have already expressed interest in the new league. Officials from Hamilton, Ithaca and Elmira have already contacted Alfred about the exact plan. “Alfred University is not the only school that feels it is not being heard on national issues,” said one coach. “It’s just not fair that because we are small, we do not matter.”

At first, the conference will only have major sports, like football, lacrosse, baseball (softball), and basketball. “Alfred University is not the only school that feels it is not being heard on national issues.”

— at coach

Fiat Lux: A house ad here?

Shortest story ever

BY NILS ANDERSSON
Swedish Chef

We had to fill this space with something interesting, so I’m going to tell you all about the joys of living in a Socialist environment like we have here in Sweden.

Usually, everything here feels like living in Disneyland. We all get along and we hold hands and sing. And we’ve always been militarily neutral. Doesn’t life in Sweden sound like your kind of party.

Come visit this year. Heck, come visit here with all of us in our state of bliss. You will be impressed by our Scandanavian wonderland.

Take huge lessons!

Luga Sports

NCAA Tournament
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